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❑ Complaining to a hotel manager about a room:

❖ Student A: You are a hotel guest who is 

unhappy with his/her room. You decide to 

complain to the hotel manager (Student B). 

Use some of the phrases in the box.

❖ Student B: You are a hotel manager. A 

hotel guest (Student A) is complaining 

about the room. Be polite and offer 

him/her a discount. Use some of the 

phrases in the box..

Student’s Book page: 47

Speaking / Language Functions



1. Read the following:

I’m sorry to have to say this, but I have a complaint to make. I’m not at all 

happy with my room.

Which of the following is the BEST reply to the above sentence?

A.Wow! What a great investment.

B. It’s about 30 minutes by train. 

C. The way I see it’s more exciting

D.I’m so sorry about that.

Student’s Book page: 47

Speaking / Language Functions



1. Read the following:

I’m sorry to have to say this, but I have a complaint to make. I’m not at all 

happy with my room.

Which of the following is the BEST reply to the above sentence?

A.Wow! What a great investment.

B. It’s about 30 minutes by train. 

C. The way I see it’s more exciting

D.I’m so sorry about that.

Student’s Book page: 46
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Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

In conclusion, not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. What is the text MAINLY about?

A. the importance of homework in middle schools

B. the independence of homework for longer assignment

C. time allowance for homework research

D. help students to practice homework with no time limit

Tips

- Read the title of the text

- Read the text quickly.

- Search for some key words.



Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

4 In conclusion, not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. Read the following from paragraph (2). 

Which of the following BEST replaces the underlined word 

“allows”?

A. happy

B. provide

C. prohibit

D. refuse

the ideal composition process allows time for students 



Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

4 ……………….., not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. Which of the following BEST fills the blank in paragraph (4)?

A. In addition

B. In conclusion

C. As a result

D. besides



Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

4 In conclusion, not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. According to the text, mention two reasons why 

homework is important ?

Reason 1:

Reason 2:

gives students additional practice of skills 

covered in class

it provides time to complete longer 

assignments

ensures review



Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

4 In conclusion, not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. What STYLE has the writer used in the text ? Support your 

answer with an evidence from the text.

Style

Evidence

Present simple 

is an important , is that homework gives 

, is that it provides , often require …..etc

Using linkers

In addition, In conclusion … etc 



Homework

Homework is an important part of the learning process in middle

school.

1 One reason is that homework gives students additional practice of

skills covered in class. Middle school classes are too short to teach a

new concept and practice it sufficiently for students to master.

Students need both guided practice in class and independent

practice at home.

2 Another reason for homework is that it provides time to complete

longer assignments. For example, the ideal composition process

allows time for students to think and to reflect on their ideas, as well

as time to revise and to proofread their writing.

3 In addition, reports and special projects often require research

that cannot always be done at school. In addition, since not all

students work at the same speed, giving students time at home to

finish work keeps them from falling behind. Finally, the most

important reason for homework is that it ensures review. New

material and old material are practiced in daily assignments.

Students who do their homework daily are prepared for tests and

make better grades.

4 In conclusion, not only is homework essential to master new skills

and maintain previously learned skills, but it also guarantees

constant review and provides time for longer assignments, as well as

additional time for students who need it. Students, do your daily

homework, make better grades, and learn more!

Reading / Part 1: Comprehension

1. What is the writer’s ATTITUDE towards  the importance of 

homework ? Support your answer with an evidence from 

the text.

Opinion

Evidence

The writer is with homework as learning 

process.

Tips

- Any sentence from the last paragraph.

The writer is against homework as 

learning process.

only is homework essential to master new 

skills and maintain previously learned 

skills, but it also guarantees constant 

review



Student’s Book page: 40

holiday

tour

trouble

the future

the mood for purpose

a hurry the run

a mess
good terms

cash

fire

charge of

display

sale

debt

second thoughts

particular

the phone

public

one’s interest

tears

behalf of 

the long run

the meantime

the verge of



Reading / Part 2: Vocabulary

Read the following.

Which of the following prepositions BEST fits the above gap?

A. on

B. for 

C. of

D. in

Tom knew he was ………….. trouble when he saw the police.



Reading / Part 2: Vocabulary

Read the following.

Which of the following prepositions BEST fits the above gap?

A. on

B. for 

C. of

D. in

When I was young, my family and I often went ……… holiday 

by plane



Reading / Part 2: Vocabulary

Read the following:

Which of the following prepositions BEST fits the above gap?

A. on

B. for 

C. of

D. in

The scientist is in the verge ………. making an important discovery.



Student’s Book page: 10

b
c
a
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f
c
b
a

d
e

play, belongs to

has joined

collects

go to
play

has done

join

do



Student’s Book page: 46

tour

journey

trip

strangers

foreigner

immigrants

disembark
depart

set off

ticket

price

fare

cancel

postpone

delayed

coming

get

reach

arrived



Student’s Book page: 60

pollution

atmosphere

exhaust
smog

hazard

energy

fossil

electricity

carpooling

disposed
societies

cut

Landfills
leaking

Recycle



Student’s Book page: 70

actually

exactly

literally

case

event

situation
scenario

remind

Memorise

remembered

single

rare

unique

matches

combine

connect



Read the following then fill in the gap with the suitable word.

A. The train …………………… took us through a valley past rolling hills.

A. Car …………………… is the main reason for the city's pollution.  

journey - exhaust  - remind  

journey

exhaust

Reading / Part 2: Vocabulary



Student’s Book page: 70

disappointment

cancellation

imagination

inspiration

motivation

achievement

connection

prevention



Read the following then put the words between brackets in 

the correct form .

A. It needs to be done in a way that stimulates the reader’s 

………………….. (imagine)

B. Failing the final exams was a bitter ……………………………. for 

me. (disappoint )

imagination

disappointment

Reading / Part 2: Vocabulary



was/were going to + base form

used to + base form, would + base form

When I was young, I would spend my afternoons on the 

beach with a good book.

We were going to take a tour of the island, but my wife got 

sick and we had to cancel it.

My family and I would travel to Europe when we could 

afford it.

They were going to get a visa on Monday, but they didn’t 

have all the documents and had to go back the following 

day.

I used to think that trips to the countryside were boring 

until I went to visit my aunt in Oxford shire by train.

Student’s Book page: 46



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Which word of the following BEST belongs in the blank?

A. ate

B. eats 

C. eat

D. eaten

We used to ………….  out every Thursday, but we don’t anymore.



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Which word of the following BEST belongs in the blank?

A. turned

B. turns 

C. turn

D. turning

Every night, Linda would ………… on the radio, sit down on the 

sofa and drink a hot cup of coffee after dinner.



Student’s Book page: 90
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had

were thinking
climbed

decided
had destroyed

hadn’t heard
was

visited

were camping

saw

was still trying

had already caught

didn’t come
had planned

started

hadn’t finished

organised
had never been

was



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Which word of the following BEST belongs in the blank?

A. went

B. goes 

C. going

D. go

she ……………… to the airport after she had booked a ticket 



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Which word of the following BEST belongs in the blank?

A. played / had studied 

B. playing / had studied 

C. play / studied

D. paying / studying

before Khalid …………….,  he …………………. for the final exam. 



Student’s Book page: 89



We were watching the TV While my brother was playing football.

.لقد كنا نشاهد التلفاز عندما كان أخي يلعب كرة القدم

Past progressive

(was / were + ing)

حدثان استمرا لفترة في الماضي ولم يتقاطع أحدهما الآخر

Past progressive

(was / were + ing)



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Which word of the following BEST belongs in the blank?

A. was playing / was studying

B. is playing / had studied 

C. plays / studied

D. paying / studying

while Khalid ……………. Football ,  Salem …………………. for the final exam. 



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Put the verb in brackets in the correct form. 

Answer:  

I was calling my brother,  while Salem …………………. (drive) the car. 

was driving 
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Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Put the verb in brackets in the correct form. 

Answer:  

In the morning she always showers and ……………………..  (comb) her hair.

combs



Writing / Part 1: Grammar

Read the following:

Put the verb in brackets in the correct form. 

Answer:  

Mark ………………………… (not /want) to go to university; he wants to

do an apprenticeship instead.

doesn’t want 



Writing / Part 2: Prompt



Social Media 
It is undeniable that social media is very important for all of us. However, people 

do not have the same opinion about it. This essay will analyze this issue using examples 

to demonstrate points and support arguments. So, what are the pros and cons of social 

media? 
On the one hand, social media has some obvious benefits. To start with, it is very 

useful because it helps us in knowing about other cultures. Secondly, social media 
has many applications in our everyday life. For example, it can be used to 
communicate with people and friends from other countries. A recent study published 

in New York magazine shows that 80% of young people use social media to 
communicate with their friends. 

On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that social media has a negative side. 

There is ample evidence to suggest that social media is linked with privacy issues. 
For instance, hackers can easily steal our private data. Another disadvantage of 

social media is that it may cause serious health problems such as lack of sleep and 
stress. 

As such it can be concluded that, social media has benefits and drawbacks. 

However, I strongly believe if it is used in moderation, it will be very useful.





Unforgettable experience

It was a sunny Friday morning, my father was busy reading the local newspaper when I came across an 

attractive invitation in the back page of the newspaper. The words ‘Join the big catch’ immediately caught my eye. 

I started reading the invitation and the more I read the more interested I became in the cause. It turned out that it 

was the first fishing festival in Qatar that was sponsored by a number of big companies such as; Ooredoo and 

QNB. The first prize was 500,000 QR to be donated to one of the hospitals. I felt an overwhelming desire to 

participate and got fully prepared with my fishing tools.

I soon found myself going to the festival committee and filled in a form and got accepted. On the day of the 

festival I had a mixture of feelings. I felt enthusiastic and fully desired. Initially, my team consist of Hamad, Saad 

and I worked hard and were hoping for I big catch. The other teams caught more fish than us but we didn’t give 

up. “I need your help pull over heroes there is a big fish” Hamad shouted. We began to pull over for a long time 

when at last we got surprised by the biggest fish I have ever seen. The fish was also the biggest in the festival. We 

did it we won the first prize and donated the money to the children hospital that was in hard need of money.

My experience with the fishing festival made me realise that we all have a responsibility and a role to play 

in helping the community we live in. The hard time I had during the long fishing helped me to step out of my 

comfort zone and embrace totally new reality and perception of life. Donating the money to the hospital taught 

me to keep an open mind, awakened my compassion towards the people in need. Whenever I think back to my 

experience, I am filled with a deep sense of gratitude. I will without a doubt, be helping others for many years to 

come! 


